Tom’s Weekly Newsletter January 27, 2021

The futures markets sold off overnight and saw the markets gap down
considerably to start the day.
If one were anticipating the markets would show some volatility around the
time of the Fed decision on interest rates… FYI The Fed left interest rates
unchanged… you weren’t wrong.
If one were anticipating the markets would shake off the news from the Fed
and eventually regain its upward momentum one can see that CLEARLY did
not happen.
The markets sold off. The Dow was down 700 or so points on its lows and
only traded a bit off those lows to finish the day.
There are many views and opinions out there, be prepared to hear and read
them all, but my game plan is to assess potential old resistance levels that may
become new support and see if those don’t become good opportunities.
After Hours: AAPL, FB and TSLA all reported earnings. AAPL and FB beat eps
projections and TSLA missed. AAPL and TSLA are trading lower and FB is flat
at the time of this writing.
Tom Gentile
C1P Chief 1-Percenter
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Four Corners of the Market
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust

Today’s sell off is being deemed by some as orderly profit taking.
Some will say there is more downside to come.
That folks, is what makes a market.
375 was a prior resistance and it tested it successfully as support 8-trading
days ago and it is testing it again today.
SPY tested the 40-day Simple Moving Average (SMA) and bounced off it a bit
today. This is also possible support.
The 40-day SMA isn’t one of the more popular or most widely used SMA, but a
good habit to get into is placing multiple moving averages on the charts you
follow. See which SMA those stock react best to and use that in your analysis.
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TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF

Consolidation and a break lower out of the triangle did not happen.
TLT gapped higher three trading days ago and has found its way a bit higher,
closing in on a price level that was once a support price area.
The next level higher that may act as a resistance level is 156. That 156 price
area would be where TLT completes a fill of the downside gap that happened
late December.
Bonds (as represented by TLT) tends to trade inverse to equities (as
represented by SPY). With as steep a drop in price of equities we saw today, I
would have anticipated a bigger price move higher for TLT.
It could be this day ends up as a Doji day, indicating indecision in the markets
between bulls and bears and may be a reversal day. The next day or coming
days will tell.
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UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund

My assessment here is the same as with TLT.
I would have expected a more significant price move higher based on the slide
that took place in the SPY (equities) chart. This based off the tendency of the
two securities to trade inverse to each other.
The higher lows lean bullish, but until UUP can break above AND close above
the resistance price area of $24.50 or even $24.60 it still isn’t as strong as I
feel it needs to be to have me expecting a price move higher.
I don’t trade UUP but use it as a gauge for whether or not I am bullish equities.
I can see equities continuing to slide lower in the short-term just as I can see a
snap back/bounce back higher period of days.
If the price action on UUP plays out as I described, I would lean more towards
expecting the former.
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USO - United States Oil Fund, LP

If the 4-point box range pattern plays out the expectation is still a point higher
to 37.
Right now, these tiny peaks (highs) are getting lower, but the USO has yet to
break down through support of the ascending support and resistance channel
I’ve drawn in.
If it breaks support, which also coincides with a 35 price support I would
assess the next lower pivot high as a potential target for a continued move
lower.
I see that possibly at $33.50.
I would target each pivot high lower as targets for price moves lower that may
eventually turn in to new support.
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GLD - SPDR Gold Shares

Nothing has changed on my view of two overhead resistance areas for GLD to
contend with.
The gap higher last Wednesday has been filled, which gaps tend to do. GLD
isn’t at 171, but I still see that as the most recent price support that GLD needs
to hold.
If it doesn’t that is a bearish move and that could bring in a price decline as
low as the November pivot low.
One can consider the candlestick for the day as a Doji. Which, as previously
explained, signals indecision or where the bulls aren’t taking the price higher
nor are the bears necessarily taking the price lower of any significance.
I wouldn’t feel like working a straddle necessarily, but I’d rather see a break
higher above descending resistance or a break of support before I feel I can
assess a true directional bias.
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Case Study
Darknet is a scanning tool that seeks out bullish technical setups, where a
security pulls back in price to a support-type area and posts a ‘B’ bullish signal
on the chart.
It is anticipated post the ‘B’ signal the security will trade higher over the next
20-30 trading days.
One can consider trading the security or one can do as we teach and trade a
long call or bullish spread option trade.
The thing that may strike beginning traders as weird or nerve-wracking is the
stock pattern is one where the security is pulling back or has pulled back in
price. This seems counterintuitive to think of this as bullish since it is pulling
or has pulled back.
But that is what is needed, a pull back in price where a support area gets
hammered out and then springs higher from.
Using the tools one can bring up the securities that meet the algo needed for a
security to be what’s called a Darknet Buy. Meaning, the security has a ‘B’
Bullish or ‘R’ Reiterated Bullish signal.
The tools also assesses an option that may make for a sound trade and posts it
in the column titled Call Trade (if one is searching on the Call Option Trades
line item choice – I will highlight here shortly).
It is finding an option out no more than 45 days, with a slippage (difference
between the Bid and Ask of the option) of 1% or less and a low Percent (%) to
Double.
Prior to the close here is the list the tools produced:
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The Long Call Option candidate is the Mattel (MAT) February 19, 2021 $17.50
Call at $1.43 per contract.
The management consideration for a stop loss or preservation of capital is
either a percentage stop, like a 50% stop OR when Darknet signals a ‘S’ on the
chart. An ‘S’ or Sell signal doesn’t mean to sell the stock or an option if one has
that as an open trade on it. It doesn’t mean the stock will definitely Stop going
higher. It means it may eventually stop going higher or simply just stall and
go a bit sideways before resuming its trend.
A target profit goal from the time one considers the trade is a 100% ROI or a
double. And the tools can show you what the price of the security needs to be
at over different time intervals prior to expiration or even AT expiration. That
is the % column in the Darknet list results you see.
One can click on the green hyperlink of the Call Trade to bring up the Risk
Graph and at the bottom of the page it will show a graph of what that
percentage translates to for the stock price in order to double at the different
time intervals.
I will show the graphics but let me show what this situation entails.
Entry Rationale: Darknet ‘B’ Signal
Stop: 50% of option value or Darknet ‘S’ signal – whichever comes first
Profit Goal: 100% of option value (a double)
Price Target Needed: 12.8% higher or $20.35 at expiration.
This information above is what one can write in to their Trade Plan or
Comments section in the Risk Graph Page:
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Here are the graphics to visually highlight the Darknet setup and option info
on Mattel (M)
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Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk.
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock and
options market. Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose.
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option.
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual
performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading.
Also, since the trades have not been actually executed, the results may have under or
overcompensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.
Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with
hindsight.
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar
to those shown.
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the completeness or
accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any particular purpose.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the service
itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free. Under no circumstances
will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or any other
type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any content on our site.
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our negligence
or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom Gentile and
TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and investment
decisions. You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will not be liable for any
investment decision made or action taken by you or others based upon reliance on news,
information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we believe
to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to the accuracy,
completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for educational
and informational purposes only. Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, LLC are a
broker/dealer.
Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain requirements. All
securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed investors. All prices
in USD unless noted otherwise.
A full disclaimer can be found here: http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html.
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